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Abstract
Small populations of pancreatic cancer cells from Patient Derived Xenografts (PDXs) were demonstrated to 

be highly tumorigenic and chemotherapy resistant. The cancer cells isolated from the xenograft tumor tissue were 
sorted by the previously reported "Cancer Stem Cell" (CSC) markers and tested their tumorigenic activity in the 
limiting dilution assay by inoculating into the immuno-deficient NOD/scid mice subcutaneously. The varied correlation 
between the CSC marker expression and the tumorigenic activity in the NOD/scid mice among the different PDXs 
indicates that the CSC markers of the individual pancreatic tumor patients could be different each other. Only a part 
of PDX tumor samples among the six examined could show a tight correlation between the tumor initiating activity 
and the selectively higher expression of cell surface markers CD24, CD44 and CD133. We also demonstrated that 
CD133/CD44 double positive population from the one PDX shows superior tumorigenic activity and gemcitabine 
treatment resistance. To illuminate the characteristically expressed genes which allow them to have tumorigenic 
activity and chemotherapy resistance, the CD133/CD44 double positive CSC faction was subjected to the gene 
expression analysis. Prominently higher expression of epiregulin (11.1-fold increase compared to the double negative 
population), interleukin-8 and CXCL5 (8.5- and 8.0-fold increases, respectively) were observed in the CSC fraction. 
These gene signatures of CSC suggest several key molecular mechanisms playing important roles in CSC biology 
and having possibilities as drug targets for CSC therapy.
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Introduction
Current radio- and chemotherapies are efficacious to the bulk of 

cancer cells, but are scarcely able to eliminate the particular population 
of the cancer cells so called Cancer Stem Cells (CSCs) in the tumor 
tissue, which are protected from anti-cancer therapies by resistant 
mechanisms [1]. Survived CSCs are believed to cause tumor recurrence 
and distant metastasis, which result in poor prognosis. The recurrent 
tumors sometimes become more malignant compared to the primary 
tumor and turn to be resistant to radio- and chemotherapies applied as 
the primary treatment, which makes the prognosis for tumor patients 
poorer. Thus, the existence of CSCs could provide an explanation 
for many therapeutic failures and highlight new directions for more 
effective cancer therapy. 

A series of recent publications has revealed that only a small 
population among the whole cancer cells in a tumor tissue has a tumor 
initiating activity initially in hematologic cancer [2] and later in solid 
tumors, such as breast cancer [3], brain tumor [4], colorectal cancer 
[5], lung cancer [6] and prostate cancer [7], and possibly plays an 
important role for metastasis or recurrence of the tumor. The cancer 
cells with the specific cell surface antigen were isolated from the tumor 
tissue by fluorescent activated cell sorter (FACS), and inoculated in 
an immunodeficient mouse such as a nude or a NOD/scid mouse in 
the extremely small numbers (e.g., 100 cells), giving rise to form a 
secondary tumor tissue with heterogeneous cellular contents just as 
same as the primary tumor tissue. The cancer cells with such tumor-
initiating and multi-potent differentiation abilities have been referred 
as "Cancer Stem Cells" [8], demonstrating their increased resistance 
to X-ray irradiation and anti-cancer drugs [9]. The Cancer Stem Cells 
may survive in a tumor lump during radio- or chemotherapy, and cause 
the recurrence after the treatment. Namely targeting the Cancer Stem 
Cells allows us to develop more effective anti-cancer treatments than 
currently available ones. Further analysis in the cell biology of the 

Cancer Stem Cells is highly expected to find a new molecular target for 
anti-cancer drug. 

According to Li et al. [10], the pancreatic Cancer Stem Cells were 
identified in the clinical tumor tissue as the CD44, CD24 and EpCAM 
triple positive fraction, which was 0.2-0.8% of total cancer cells. The 
Cancer Stem Cells were able to form a tumor with tissue image same as 
the parental tumor when only 100 cells were inoculated to the NOD/
scid mouse subcutaneously. On the other hand, Hermann et al. reported 
that the pancreatic Cancer Stem Cells were enriched in CD133 positive 
cellular fraction [11]. Taking the above information into account, we 
tried to isolate the pancreatic Cancer Stem Cells from patient derived 
tumor xenografts.

Material and Methods
Balb/c-nu/nu mice (6-8) weeks old purchased from CLEA Japan 

(Tokyo, Japan), NOD/scid (NOD.CB17-Prkdcscid/J) mice were from 
Charles River Laboratories Japan (Yokohama, Japan) and housed at 
controlled temperature and humidity and a 12:12 h light-dark cycle 
under aseptic conditions.

Anti-CD133-PE conjugated antibody (Clone: AC133) was 
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purchased from Miltenyi Biotech. Anti-CD44-PE or FITC conjugated 
antibody (Clone: IM7), anti-CD24-PE conjugated antibody and anti-
H2kd-FITC conjugated antibody were from Biolegend.

Patient derived tumor xenografts

Human pancreatic cancer xenografts PAN-02-JCK, PAN-04-
JCK, PAN-06-JCK, PAN-08-JCK, PAN-12-JCK and PAN-17-JCK 
were obtained from the Central Institute for Experimental Animals 
(Kawasaki, Japan). Since the patient derived samples were obtained 
from 1978 to 1990 without patient identification, the donor information 
was anonymized. These xenografts were maintained by sequential 
transplantation. Patient derived tumor was xenotransplantated into 
nude mice. The growing tumor was obtained from mice and cut into 3-4 
mm fragments. The tumor fragments were implanted subcutaneously 
into the nude mice. The growing tumor size was measured using 
calipers and the tumor volume was estimated according to the following 
formulae: tumor volume (mm)=(Length × Width2)/2.

Cell isolation from tumor xenografts

Tumor tissues obtained from xenografted mice were minced by 
razor blade into small pieces, enzymatically digested by approximately 
10 times volume of Accutase (Innovate Cell Technologies Inc. San 
Diego, CA) for 30 min at 37°C. The digested tumor tissue was further 
crashed by 20 slow strokes of pipetting with 1 ml Gilson pipette, 
filtered by 100 um cell strainer and centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 5 min 
at 4°C. The cellular pellet was reconstituted by ice-cold Phosphate 
Buffered Saline (PBS) and centrifuged again to wash out remaining 
Accutase. The cellular pellet again was reconstituted in ice cold PBS to 
make cell suspension (1 × 106-107 cells/ml) and mixed with Annexin 
V conjugated microbeads from Dead cell removal kit from Miltenyi 
Biotec. After 20 min incubation, the cell/microbeads mixture was 
processed by AutoMACS (Miltenyi Biotec) with depletion program. 
The flow through fraction contained tumor cells with more than 95% 
viability.

Flow cytometeric analysis and cell sorting

Aliquots (100 ul) of the cell suspension, containing 1 × 105 cells, 
were first reacted with human FcR blocking reagent to avoid antigen 
independent reaction and stained by fluorescent dye conjugated 
antibodies against CD133, CD44, CD24, H2Kd or isotype control 
antibodies. The cells were sorted by Becton Dickinson FACS Vantage 
SE with consistently yielding >95%. 

In vivo limiting dilution assay

FACS sorted cellular fractions were serially diluted in RPMI1640 
10% FCS and inoculated with Matrigel (growth factor reduced, BD, 
Cat.# 354230)/RPMI1640 10% FCS(1:1) into NOD/scid (NOD.CB17-
Prkdcscid/J) mice subcutaneously. Tumor formation was observed for 
1-4 months post injection. Each mouse was subjected to transplantation 
with various numbers of cancer cells on both sides of its back. The actual 
number of formed tumors was counted by observation of tumor lumps 
at the 8 sites in 4 mice in total (2 injected sites in each mouse). Tumor 
formations in individual mice were observed over one month for quick 
growing PAN-04 or four months for slow growing PAN-06. Tumor 
formation was judged to be positive if the lump in the inoculation site 
is more than 10 mm3. The putative frequency of tumor initiating cell 
was calculated according to the previously described method based on 
Poisson distribution [10]. 

Gene expression analysis

CD133+/CD44+ fraction (5 × 106) and CD133-/CD44-(5 × 106) 

fraction were separated by FACS and total RNA was extracted by 
RNeasy micro (Qiagen) and cRNA was prepared by GeneChip 3' IVT 
Express Kit and subjected to Affymetrix genechip human genome u133 
plus 2.0 array. The data were analyzed through the use of IPA (Ingenuity® 
Systems, www.ingenuity.com).

Gemcitabine treatment for PAN-17-JCK xenografted mice

Nude mice bearing PAN-17-JCK xenografted tumor with sizes of 
300-600 mm3 were treated by gemcitabine (125 mg/kg, intraperitoneal 
administration) every 3 days for 2 weeks. One day after the final 
administration, the animals were sacrificed to isolate the tumor tissues. 
The isolated tumor tissue was digested and the tumor cells were 
stained by anti-CD133-PE conjugated antibody and anti-CD44-FITC 
conjugated antibody and subjected to FACS analysis as described in 
previous sections. Data are expressed as the mean +SD. Statistically 
significant differences were determined by Student's t test and defined 
as P<0.05 or P<0.01.

Results
Expression of cell surface markers and cell sorting

PAN-04-JCK, PAN-06-JCK, PAN-08-JCK, PAN-12-JCK, and PAN-
17-JCK contained positive expression of CD133, CD24 and CD44 on 
the cell surface while PAN-02-JCK only expresses CD44 among the 
tested markers. The pancreatic cancer cells stained by individual CSC 
markers were separated into positive and negative fractions by FACS 
and each fraction was confirmed to contain expected fraction. H2Kd-
FITC recognizing murine stromal cells from the PDX tumor was 
eliminated from the cell collection (Figure 1). 

Tumorigenic activities of sorted fractions

Cancer cells prepared from patient derived xenografts were sorted 
depending on cell surface marker expression and inoculated to NOD/
scid mice subcutaneously. Tumor formation rates are summarized 
in Table 1. Tumor formation was readily observed in shorter period 
less than one month for the cells from fast growing PAN-04-JCK 
xenograft, while the cells from slow growing PAN-06-JCK failed to 
form visible tumor tissues on most of the recipient animals within 4 
months observation period. Tumor initiation activity in PAN-17-JCK 
xenograft showed tight correlation with expression levels of CD133 
and CD44, which is consistent with the previous reports. In PAN-08-
JCK and PAN-12-JCK xenografts the cell populations with high CD133 
expression had higher tumorigenic activity with a little correlation with 
CD44 expression. Tumor initiating activity in PAN-02-JCK showed 
negative correlation with CD44 expression. Finally PAN-04-JCK 
is highly tumorigenic even unsorted fraction and failed to show any 
significant correlation between the tumor initiating activity and the cell 
surface marker expression.

To further evaluate the tumor initiating potential of the CD133/
CD44 double positive cells from PAN-17-JCK, three groups of cells, 
unsorted, CD133/CD44 double positive, and double negative cell 
population (Figure 2), were subjected to an in vivo limiting dilution 
assay using NOD/scid mice. The frequency of tumor initiating cells in 
the PAN-17-JCK xenograft was estimated to be one in 2 × 103 unsorted 
cancer cells, one in 5 × 102 CD133/CD44 double positive cells and 
no visible tumor was formed in double negative cells over 2 months 
even in the mice to which 1,000 cells were injected (Table 2), which 
means 4 times higher tumorigenic activity has the CD133/CD44 
double positive population compared to the unsorted cancer cells. The 
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Gemcitabine treatment accumulates CSC fraction

Cells were prepared from PAN-17-JCK xenografts after 5 times 
intraperitoneal injections of gemcitabine (125 mg/kg) in two weeks and 
thier cell surface expression of CD133 and CD44 were compared to 
those from untreated tumor tissues by FACS. The cellular population 
in CD133/CD44 double positive fraction was increased, while the 
double negative fraction decreased (Figure 3A). The clear correlation 
between gemcitabine resistance and CD133/CD44 expression was 
demonstrated. Thee indevendent experiments yielded statistically 
significant differences as described in Figure 3B.

Discussion
The pancreatic tumor initiating cell fractions were isolated from 

patient derived xenografts (PDXs) using FACS depending on the 
cell surface markers. Five out of six PDXs established from different 
pancreatic tumor patients were demonstrated to contain the cell 
populations which have high tumor initiating activity and were 
identified to have different cell surface marker profiles with limited 
consistency. This suggests that the cell surface markers of CSCs could 
be unique to individual patients and it might be difficult to specify the 
universal CSC markers shared among all pancreatic tumor patients. 
Although the cell surface properties of CSCs are different among 
the patients, intrinsic molecular mechanism of CSCs need to be 
analyzed and compared carefully to find out the common molecular 

putative frequency of tumor initiating cell was calculated according to 
the previously described method based on Poisson distribution [10]. 
The actual calculations were described in Supplemental Information 2.

The gene signature of tumor initiating cells 

Gene expression profile in CD133/CD44 double positive population 
was compared to the double negative population and summarized in 
Table 3. According to gene functional analysis by Ingenuity Pathway 
Analysis, genes related to cell migration, cell survival, inflammatory 
response, free radical scavenge or amino acid metabolism were 
significantly changed between CSCs and non CSC fraction (Table 
4). The genes upregulated more than 5 folds were compiled in Table 
3. Significantly higher expression of EGF receptor (EGFR) ligand 
epiregulin (approx. 11-fold) and inflammatory cytokines CXCL8, also 
known as IL-8, and CXCL5, also known as ENA78 (approx. 8-fold) 
were observed in the CD133/CD44 double positive fraction. EGFR, 
CXCR1 and CXCR2, receptor for CXCL8 and CXCL5 respectively, 
were expressed in both of the CD133/CD44 double positive and the 
double negative fractions, suggesting important roles of their ligands in 
auto or paracrine fashion. The CSC markers reported in the literature 
[12] were listed in Supplemental Information Table 1 and compared to 
the expression profile of PAN17 CD133/CD44 double positive fraction. 
Some CSC markers such as ALDH1 or CD29 were accumulated in the 
PAN17 CD133/CD44 double positive CSC fraction.

Figure 1: Expression of CD133 in PAN17 xenograft and purity of sorted cellular fraction, Flow cytometric dot plots demonstrating the heterogeneous expression 
of CD133 on cancer cells from the PAN-17-JCK xenograft tumor. R4 and R5 gates were set to separate CD133 positive and negative population respectively. 
The purity of each population was confirmed in 2nd FACS shown in the right windows.  H2Kd positive cells are murine host stromal cells and eliminated in the 
cell sorting step.
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A

B

Figure 2: Expression of CD133 and CD44 on PAN-17-JCK derived cancer cells and other PDX derived cells. Cancer cells derived from PAN17 xenograft were stained 
by anti-CD133-PE conjugated antibody and anti-CD44-FITC conjugated antibody and subjected to FACS sorting. The rates of CD133/CD44 double positive and 
double negative populations were indicated as 10.85% and 33.09% respectively (A).  Data from the other PDXs such as PAN-04-JCK, PAN-06-JCK and PAN-12-JCK 
were also shown below as comprison (B).

  PAN-04-JCK PAN-12-JCK PAN-08-JCK PAN-17-JCK PAN-06-JCK PAN-02-JCK
Marker Injected cells Tumor formation in NOD/scid s.c.

CD133(+)

1000 8 of 8 6 of 8 4 of 8 5 of 8 2 of 8

N/A
500  8 of 8 5 of 8 2 of 7 1 of 8 0 of 8
250  6 of 8 3 of 8 0 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8
100 3 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8

CD133(-)

1000  7 of 8 2 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8

N/A
500  7 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8
250  7 of 8 2 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8
100  2 of 7 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8

CD24(+)

1000 6 of 8 8 of 8 4 of 8 4 of 8 2 of 8

N/A
500 4 of 8 8 of 8 2 of 8 3 of 8 0 of 8
250 4 of 7 8 of 8 3 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8
100 3 of 8 3 of 8 2 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8

CD24(-)

1000 8 of 8 7 of 8 4 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8

N/A
500 6 of 8 6 of 8 3 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8
250  6 of 8 3 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8
100  3 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8

CD44(+) 

1000  8 of 8 8 of 8 5 of 8 5 of 8 3 of 8 0 of 8
500 6 of 8 8 of 8 2 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 1 of 8
250 3 of 8 4 of 8 3 of 8 2 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8
100 2 of 7 3 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8

CD44(-)

1000 5 of 8 7 of 8 3 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 4 of 7
500  5 of 8 8 of 8 3 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 4 of 8
250  2 of 6 4 of 6 1 of 8 0 of 6 0 of 8 1 of 7
100  0 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8

Unsorted 
1000  6 of 8 2 of 8 1 of 8 2 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8
500 3 of 8 1 of 8 2 of 8 1 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8
250 5 of 8 2 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8 0 of 8

Table 1: In vivo limiting dilution assay of pancreatic cancer cells derived from human pancreatic cancer PDX.
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mechanisms which support CSC key properties. In our report the CSC 
marker gene expression profile of the CD133/CD44 double positive 
CSCs recovered from PAN-17-JCK pancreatic cancer PDX was not 
fully consistent with that of all the pancreatic or other CSCs (SI Table 
1). The comprehensive study in larger number of patients will be 
required to demonstrate statistically significant correlation between 
CSC markers and tumorigenic activity. In order to collect the cancer 
cells from the larger patient population, peripheral blood mononuclear 
cells (PBMCs) from tumor patients would be practical materials to be 
subjected to further analysis. As an example, circulating tumor cells 
(CTCs) purified as a CD45 negative and CD44 positive fraction were 
demonstrated to have high tumorigenic activity in NOD/scid mice and 
identified as CSCs in metastatic gastric cancer patients [13].

Three secreted ligand genes, epiregulin, CXCL8, and CXCL5 were 
expressed significantly higher in CSCs than in non-CSCs (Table 3). It 
is noteworthy that these growth factor and cytokines may exert their 
biological activities not only in CSCs themselves in autocrine fashion but 
also in host stromal cells through paracrine one. Epiregulin, a member 
of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) ligand family, binds to 
EGFR/ErbB1, and ErbB4 receptors. Gene mutations, amplifications, 
and aberrant expression of EGFR family genes have been reported 
in a variety of cancer and play a key role in the growth and survival 
of cancer cells in malignant status [14]. Epiregulin-induced EGFR 
activation is essential for induction of cell migration and invasion by 
stabilizing Snail and Slug which promote EMT and metastatic features 
[15]. CXCL8 and CXCL5 belong to the inflammatory chemokine 
family and their receptors are CXCR1 and CXCR2 for CXCL8, and 
CXCR2 for CXCL5. The role of CXCL8 as a chemoattractant and 
activator of neutrophil and as an angiogenic molecule has been well 
investigated so far, although, its cell autonomous roles have not been 
fully elucidated. Recently, however, a study of isolated and characterized 

Up-regulated Down-regulated
Molecules Fold change Molecules Fold change

EREG 11.18 ARL17A/ARL17B -4.47
CXCL8 8.58 ANKRD20A4 -4.31
CXCL5 8.04 RUNX1T1 -4.05
RSAD2 7.76 MEGF10 -3.95
CALB1 7.45 ZNF718 -3.93

TOR1AIP1 7.01 HBA1/HBA2 -3.85
MAD2L1 6.84 SCARNA2 -3.76
HIBADH 6.83 EID2B -3.61
PBRM1 6.79 COL27A1 -3.6
PPTC7 6.63 SCARNA17 -3.6

Table 3: Genes up/down-regulated in PAN-17-JCK CD133/CD44 double positive 
fraction.

Molecules in Network Score Focus 
Molecules

Top Diseases and 
Functions

ADRB,ARL5B,BCR (complex), CALB1, CXCL2, CXCL5, CXCL14,DPP4, EMP1,EREG,ERK1/2,Gm-csf,HS6ST2,IFN 
alpha/beta,IFNBeta, Ifn gamma,Iga,IgG1,IL12 (complex), IL12 (family), Immunoglobulin, Interferon alpha, MAP3K2, 
MBNL1, N-cor, NTN4, PRDM1, RAB1A, RIT1,RSAD2,Rsk,Rxr,SGPP1,STAT1,STAT5a/b

 35  18

Cellular movement, 
hematological system 
development and function, 
immune cell trafficking

26s Proteasome, AMPK, ANXA1, BAX, caspase, CD3, CD99, Cdk, CLIP1, Cyclin A, CYP3A5,EIF5A,estrogen 
receptor,Hdac,Histone h3,Histone h4,Hsp70,IKK (complex),MAD2L1,MED21,NFkB (complex),NRP1,PI3K 
(complex),RAD23B,RNA polymerase II, RUNX1T1,SMC6,TCR,Tnf (family), TNPO1, TOMM22, TOR1AIP1, UBE2D1, 
Ubiquitin,ZBTB10

33 17 

Nervous system 
development and function, 
cancer, neurological 
disease

ADAM10,AIDA,ALDOB,ATP6V1A,chemokine,DNAJB9,ERK,Focal adhesion kinase, FSH, GJB2, Gsk3, IgG, IL1, 
Insulin, Integrin, Jnk, KLF3, Lh, Mapk, MCC, P38 MAPK, Pka, Pkc(s), PMP22, PQLC3, PTHLH, Rac, Ras homolog, 
SCOC, SNX2, STS, TMC7, TMED2, Vegf, ZFYVE21

 30  16
Cancer, endocrine system 
disorders, gastrointestinal 
disease

ABHD2,ABHD5,ACOX2,ALKBH7,ANO1,ARL17A/ARL17B,B3GALNT1, beta-estradiol, CLCA4, Clca3a1/Clca3a2, 
CSGALNACT2, DSCR3, EREG,ESR1,FAM132A,GNG12,GNS,GPRC5C,HNF4A,LAD1,LOC102 724428/SIK1,LR
RC34,MAPK1,MRPS15,PCYOX1,PDZK1IP1,SENP5,S LC35A5,SMARCA4,TNNC2,UBL3,YKT6,ZMAT5,ZNF277,Z
NF300

 30  16
Molecular transport, cell 
death and survival, cell 
morphology

CITED2,DNAJB4,ELAVL1,FASLG,FBXW11,GPX5,HABP2,HAS1,HIBA DH,KDSR,LACTB,LAD1,LRRC16A,MACC1,M
STN,NR1D2,NUDT15,PI GM, PIGX, PLVAP,PPTC7,PRAM1,PSEN1,SKAP2,SLC16A5,SLC25A4 3, SRD5A3, ST13, 
testosterone, TMEM144,TNF, TNFSF9, TRPM2, UBE2F ,UBE2J1

 28  15

Developmental disorder, 
skeletal and muscular 
disorders, inflammatory 
response

ANKRD40,APH1A,APP,APRT,ASXL2,C15orf39,C18-ceramide, chondroitin sulfate A, CRTAP, CTBP2, CXCL14, 
EGFR, FAM175A, FAR1, glutathione, GPX3, HSPA4, HSPB6, KDM4B, KLF8, LPAR3, NGLY1, OXSR1, 
P2rx7,PBRM1, PIK3R5, PROK1, RCBTB1, SCEL, SF3B6,SGMS1,SLAIN2,VHL,ZNF516,ZNF750

 23  13
Free radical scavenging, 
small molecule 
biochemistry, cancer

Akt,Alpha catenin, Ap1, APH1A, BIRC3,CFL1, Cg,Collagen(s), Creb, CTH, CXCL8, CYR61, F Actin,Growth hormone, 
HDL,Hsp27, IGFBP1, LDL, MAP2K1/2, Mek, Nfat (family), NFkB (family), Notch, Nr1h,PBK, PCYOX1, Pdgf 
(complex), PDGF BB, PI3K (family) , PRKAR2B, Raf, Ras, RDX, Rock, Tgf beta

 19  11

Amino acid metabolism, 
small molecule 
biochemistry, cell death 
and survival

ANKRD20A4 (includes others), NFATC1 2 1

Cardiovascular system 
development and function, 
cell cycle, embryonic 
development

Table 4: GO enrichment analysis on CSC gene expression profile.

Fraction Injected cell Tumor formation in NOD/scid mice

CD133(-)/CD44(-)t

1000 0 of 8

500 0 of 7

250 0 of 8

100 0 of 6

CD133(+)/CD44(+)

1000 7 of 8

500 4 of 8

250 2 of 7

100 0 of 8

Unsorted

1000 3 of 7

500 0 of 8

250 1 of 7

100 0 of 8

Table 2: Tumor initiating activity of CD133/CD44 double positive population.
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breast Cancer Stem Cells has revealed that CXCL8-CXCR1 axis has a 
role in promoting cancer stem cell self-renewal and invasion in vitro 
and in vivo [16]. In accordance with this notion, inhibition of CXCL8-
CXCR1/2 axis demonstrated significant suppression of breast cancer 
stem cell activity in vitro and in vivo [17,18]. Moreover, the expression 
of CXCR1 in human pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) 
showed positive correlation with lymph node metastasis and a poor 
survival rate [19]. CXCL5 is considered to have cancer cell proliferating 
activity and also promote some angiogenesis through binding to 
CXCR2 expressed on endothelial cells and migrated neutrophils [20]. 
Blood vessels are indispensable components for every tissue to grow 
and survive, although, recent progress in stem cell research has revealed 
that they nurture CSCs as well as normal stem cells with niche cells by 
localizing in close proximity to the stem cells [21-23], indicating the 
important function of CXCL5-CXCR2 axis on stem cell maintenance. 
The expression of CXCL5 is, indeed, correlated with poor prognosis, 
suggesting the involvement of stem like cells in tumor progression. In 
other aspects the importance of NF-kB signaling pathway was indicated 
since the gene expression of epiregulin and CXCL8 are under control 
of NF-kB inflammatory signaling pathway [24]. The inflammation and 
tumor have been reported to be closely linked each other, it has been 
noted so far that mechanisms associated with inflammation play a part 
in tumor initiation and progression [25] and also associated with poor 
response to chemotherapy [26]. 

The biological function enrichment analysis was performed on 

the gene expression data with the tool program provided by Ingenuity 
Pathway Analysis (Table 4). The genes with changes more than twofold 
difference were picked up for the GO enrichment analysis. The GO 
category of "Cellular movement, Hematological system, Developmental 
function and Immune cell trafficking was indicated as significant by its 
highest score. The elevated gene signature related to "Cellular movement" 
is functionally relevant to the one of the important biological properties 
of CSCs' enabling formation of metastasis at distant sites. Enrichment 
in "Molecular transport, Cell death and survival, Cell morphology" 
and "Free radical scavenging, small molecule biochemistry, and 
Cancer" explains drug resistance of PAN-17-JCK CSC fraction to 
gemcitabine treatment. Actually gemcitabine treatment for PAN-17-
JCK xenografted mice resulted in the accumulation of CD133/CD44 
double positive PAN-17-JCK CSC fraction (Figure 3A and 3B).

These data encourage the development of new therapeutic options 
that can target CSCs in combination with previously approved anti-
cancer drugs for tumor treatment. EGFR has been recognized as an 
effective anti-cancer drug target and competitive drug development 
has given rise to several effective EGFR inhibitors such as gefitinib, 
erlotinib, lapatinib, cetuximab, and panitumumab. CXCR1 and CXCR2 
were the drug targets for inflammatory diseases in earlier days and 
small inhibitor compound repertaxin [27] has been in clinical trial for 
prevention of delayed graft dysfunction after organ transplantation 
(NCT Identifier: NCT00248040). Repertaxin is in Phase II trial for 
metastatic triple negative breast cancer in combination with paclitaxcel 
(NCT Identifier: NCT02370238) and the clinical outcomes are being 
expected. We could propose new combination therapy using EGFR 
inhibitors, CXCR1/2 antagonists or CXCL8 antibody combined with 
first line therapy such as gemcitabine or nab-paclitaxcel for pancreatic 
cancer to achieve significant efficacy.
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